The Solution of the Transient Diffusion-Radiation Binary Gas mixture Problem in Low Pressure Values between Two Flat Plates at a Gray Medium
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ABSTRACT

In this research, a transient two-component radiation-penetration problem is solved numerically. This study aims at investigating the effect of the radiated absorbing gas density in low pressure values on the distribution of the medium temperature in terms of the time, position, and the amount of heat transferred from the radiation environment in terms of the time in two modes of radiation equilibrium and constant temperature of the medium. The modified discrete ordinates method was used to solve the radiation problem; while, the implicit finite volume method was used to solve the transient time penetration problem. The results were observed that the time effect of density led to the time effects on the ambient temperature distribution with a radiated balance and the effects cannot be neglected in states with 1 and 10 mass absorption coefficients. The problem analysis shows that although the radiation equation can be solved in a steady manner for the time interval of interest, one cannot neglect its time effects due to changes in the density of adsorbing gas even at low pressures. By analyzing the problem, it was determined that the temperature effect on density during the radiation equilibrium is rather than the penetration coefficient. This effect is not negligible in 1 and 10 mass absorbing coefficients; therefore this subject emphasizes the importance of considering the penetration coefficient in terms of temperature.
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1. Introduction

In fact, in a mixture of gases, a gas may penetrate into another gas, liquid, or solid substance. The penetration of vapors into organic particles or cloud components and/or the vapor penetration into atmosphere are important research fields in the transfer of atmospheric components. The penetrating material may be radiation absorbent, emitting, and scattering; this influences the amount of radiation in the environment. Some of these organic and airborne components are toxic and harmful because these components are deposited once they enter into the lungs. It is essential to know the concentration, distribution of other components, and chemical compositions of the mixture of particles to have an appropriate assessment of the collision of evaporative vapors, harmful oxides, and organic particles impact on general health [1-4]. Ahmad et al. [5] examined the thermal penetration coefficient and thermal diffusion coefficient in the MHD stream surrounded by a parallel wave wall. They have applied an induction magnetic field perpendicular to the vertical plane. The solution was divided into two stationary and turbulent parts; the latter was considered due to wall motion and waving; it was concluded that temperature decreases with the increase in several parameters such as radiation, thermal penetration coefficient, and thermal diffusion coefficient. The thickness of the boundary layer increases with the influence of thermal diffusion coefficient, thermal penetration coefficient, and thermal radiation. Thermal penetration, thermal diffusion and thermal radiation play a crucial role in flow transfer and transmission parameters.

The effect of binary diffusion with varied diffusion coefficient of pressure and temperature on the distribution of the radiation layer temperature with the radiative equilibrium and distribution of the radiation source in terms of time, and the impact on the layer stability time have not been addressed. The suggestion of this topic demonstrates that consideration of the feature temperature in radiation problems is of particular importance for the purpose of investigating the heat transfer from radiative environments. And although this property may be negligible, its variations might change the amount of radiation heat transfer. As a result, it has higher impacts on the growth of the boundary layer in more complex cases such as combination of radiative heat transfer with other heat transfer types, including displacement, and thus, the total amount of heat transfer is affected.

2. Governing Equations

In this paper, two transient two-component diffusion-radiation problems have been considered along with the corresponding problem solving algorithms. Assume a combined transient two-component diffusion-radiation heat transfer between two flat plates in a gray environment radiation equilibrium and constant temperature modes as shown in Figures 1(a) and (b). The surfaces of the black are at a specified temperature. In the radiation equilibrium mode, the purpose of the problem solving is to calculate the density distribution of the absorber as a gray gas using the concentration equation at low pressures considering a variable diffusion coefficient with the temperature at each instant. Once it is substituted in the absorption coefficient equation, and the radiation equation is solved at that instance, the ambient temperature distribution and surface heat fluxes are achieved. In the constant temperature mode, solving this problem results in the calculation of the radiation source at each instant and the surface radiation flux. The distribution of the diffusion coefficient is calculated by equation (3). In this paper, the pressure is constant and equal to 1 bar. The concentration of adsorbent on the boundaries is specified; and the distance between the plates is 1 meter.
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Figure 1. Geometry of the Transient Diffusion-Radiation mixture heat transfer problem between two flat plates in a gray medium with varying diffusion coefficient with temperature a) The medium in the radiation equilibrium b) medium at constant temperature

The transient concentration is obtained by equation (1); and this equation is used to calculate the density of the radiation absorbent A. The boundary and initial conditions for the solution of equation (1) are given in equations (2-a) and (2-b), respectively.
\[ \frac{d\rho_A}{dt} + \frac{d}{dx} \left( D_{AB}(T,P) \frac{d\rho_A}{dx} \right) = 0 \]  

(1)

\[ x = 0 \quad T = 673K \quad \rho_A = 0.3 \text{Kg/m}^3 \]

(2-a)

\[ x = L \quad T = 273K \quad \rho_A = 0.0 \text{Kg/m}^3 \]

(2-b)

In Equation (1), \( D_{AB} \) is the diffusion coefficient that follows the equation (3) for low pressure gases.

\[ D_{AB}(T, P) = \frac{T}{\sqrt{C_A T C_B}} \left( \frac{P_{C_A R_{C_B}}}{\sqrt{C_A T C_B}} \right)^{\frac{b}{3}} \times \left( \frac{1}{M_A} \right)^{\frac{3}{12}} \times \left( \frac{1}{M_B} \right)^{\frac{3}{12}} \]  

(3)

The radiative heat transfer equation in an effective environment is equation (4). The intensity of radiation on the given surfaces and the emission factor is 1.

\[ \frac{dI}{ds} = - (\kappa_a + \kappa_d) I(\Omega) + \kappa_a I_b + \frac{\kappa_a}{4\pi} \int_{\Omega = 4\pi} I(\Omega)' \phi(\Omega, \Omega) d\Omega \]  

(4)

3. Results

To analyze the two-component radiation-diffusion problem, several changes have been used in the radiation equilibrium and constant temperature modes. Here, in brief, the density variations in radiation balance mode are analyzed with the mass absorption coefficient \( \kappa_a = 10.0 \).

**Figure 2. Density changes based on temperature in the radiative equilibrium of medium**

As shown in Fig. 2, due to significant difference in surface temperature and near gas, the density of the layer has also severe changes or jumps near the boundaries. By increasing the mass absorption coefficient, the influence of the layer density has been increased in terms of temperature. Of course, the temperature jump is still visible due to low optical thickness and the effect of temperature on the density, especially on the cold border, but this jump decreases with the increase in mass absorption coefficient.

4. Conclusion

The main results of the present research are as follows:

1. In the case of radiant equilibrium mode, the penetration coefficient depends on both temperature and the properties of the absorbent. Thus, in low pressure gases, the penetration coefficient is small. Temperature dependency of penetration coefficient influences the density and changes the shape of the density variations in terms of temperature.

2. In the case of radiation equilibrium mode, due to extreme temperature difference at the surface and its near gas as a result of low optical thickness, the density of the layer has also severe changes or jumps near the boundaries. By increasing the mass absorption coefficient, the amount of layer density variations increases in terms of temperature.
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